Recently, the development of 3D printing technology makes complex surface design and processing easier, especially applied to the customized manufacture of dental prostheses elements. The applications of threedimensional printing technology are still in developing. When the dental prostheses element is set in the patient's mouth, poor adaptation between the dentures and the patient's original tooth will make the food remaining in the slit to cause poor breath. More severe cases will lead to the need for removal of the entire teeth. Therefore, this paper aims to develop a device to detect dentures edge adaptation, which is not found currently in industry.
Introduction
With the breakthrough development of industrial technology and precision machining technology, people began to pursue a more accurate detection technology. In the measurement of the gap between two elements, it proceeds by the contact or non-contact measurement. In this paper, the application of non-contact measurement of single CCD is set up to replace the laser scanning method with simple and fast demand. In [1, 2] , laser scanning technology is adopted in the laser-based systems. However, there are some drawbacks, such as shadowing and reflection of certain material quality and surface treatment. Huertas [3] presented a system that takes a grey level image as input, located edges with sub-pixel accuracy, and linked them into lines. Edges are detected by finding zero-crossings in the convolution of the image with Laplacian-of-Gaussian masks. Pentland [4] proposed the depth estimation method (Focal Gradient) -focus gradient method by measuring the value of focus to estimate depth simultaneously at all points. With only one or two images, the sources of information can be used to make reliable depth maps of useful accuracy with relatively minimal computation. Nayar and Nakagawa [5] presented two algorithms for depth estimation. The first algorithm simply looks for the focus level that maximizes the focus measured at each image point. The second algorithm uses a Gaussian model to interpolate the focus measured to obtain more accurate depth estimates. They used the sum-modified-Laplacian (SML) operator which is developed to compute local measurement of image focus. The image sequence and the focus measurement obtained at each image point are used to compute local depth estimates. Subbarao and Choi [6] proposed a new shape-from-focus method which is based on a new concept named Focused Image Surface (FIS). More accurate focused image can be reconstructed from a sequence of images than the traditional methods. The new method has been implemented on an actual camera system, and the results of shape recovery and focused image reconstruction are presented. Shrivakshan and Chandrasekar [7] studied the advantages and disadvantages of various edge detection filters, i.e., Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt, and Laplacian edge detection operators. Senthilkumaran and Rajesh [8] studied the theory of edge detection for image segmentation using soft computing approach based on the fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm and neural network. In [9] , Gao, et al. proposed a method which combines Sobel edge detection operator and soft-threshold wavelet de-noising to do edge detection on images including White Gaussian noises. This method is mainly used soft-threshold wavelet to remove noise, and then apply the Sobel edge detection operator to do edge detection on the image.
Image Measurement Device
This paper aims to develop the dental imaging measurement system. The components of the prosthesis in the architecture of the system can be divided into image processing and image capture. Image processing is performed by a developed software algorithm while the image capture needs to control the hardware devices. Because the captured image has significant effect on the measurement accuracy, the hardware device needs accurate setting. In this section, the image capture device is briefly introduced.
Architecture of the Image Measuring System
The developed system in this paper applies the image processing techniques and numerical methods for the detection of dental prostheses gap. The measurement system contains a single CCD (Charge-coupled Device) to capture the gap of dentures, and the denture image data is transferred to the computer through the video capture card. Then, the image processing techniques and numerical methods are applied to calculate the gap size of the dentures. The system architecture is shown in Figure 1 .
The developed program is based on the application of Microsoft Visual Studio 2015. The software features are mainly contained read image, image processing, computed geometry characteristics, and the output of measurement results. 
Equipment of Image Measuring System
The measurement system developed in this paper is divided into image capture and computation. The image capture part includes CCD camera, lens, CCD stent, video capture cards, and the light source components. Each element of the above models and specifications are listed as follows:
1. CCD camera:
The SENTECH STC-N63CJ-B 1/3" interline transferring CCD of colour cameras is applied. The image resolution is 768 (H)494 (V) pixels.
Lens:
The magnification range of zoom lens is 0.6X ~ 5X; aperture is f 1 to f 1.8.
Video Capture Card:
EURESYS Picolo series, i.e., Picolo Junior 4 is applied, which can receive four input video sources in the format of colour image or greyscale images.
Light source:
The lens has four LCD segments of white ring light source.
CCD support:
The size of CCD support is D250mm * W180mm * H410mm. 
Digital Image Processing
Traditional film and images taken by the camera are belonging to the analogy image. Through the digitized operation, the analogy image is converted into a digital image. In each sampled image point, a value is assigned to represent the intensity and the corresponding position. Each has a value to indicate its colour. The smallest unit of these image elements is known as picture elements, or pixels.
Greyscale and Binary Images
A greyscale has only the brightness information of the image without colour information. Colour image is composed of three primary colours, i.e., red (R), green (G), and blue (B). Each primary colour has its own brightness, and therefore need to be quantized the luminance values, generally classified as 0 to 255, where 0 is the darkest, 255 is the brightest, shown in Figure 4 . The figure shows the RGB colour cube with black origin (0, 0, 0) and white vertices (255, 255, 255). A line is drawn through these two points; this line then has the same RGB value. In this paper, the RGB values of every pixel are averaged to be the greyscale. The greyscale image is then transferring into binary image. The binary image is constituted by 0 and 1, which represents the black and white colour respectively. Then, there are only two colours existed in the image for the further image calculation and judgment as shown in Figure 5 . In order to convert the greyscale image into binary image, a threshold value should be defined. In this paper the average greyscale value is selected as the threshold value shown in Eq. n is the number of vertical image pixels, and G is greyscale value for each pixel. 
Noise Removal and Edge Filter
The image after binarization process may produce a solitary point (or so-called noise). It causes difficulty and errors in the process of pattern recognition. In this paper, the isolated points appear on the graph as single dark spot whose adjacent edges are all bright spots. It means that there are eight bright spots around the dark spot in the process of image search. This dark spot will be changed into a bright spot to remove the isolated point. Here the tooth edge is the main target to find the gap; the graphical gradient (boundary) is strengthened to enhance the edge filtering.
Comparison Edge Detection
In this paper, a new developed comparison edge detection method is applied to calculate the boundary profile of dentures. A horizontal template of 51 and a vertical template of 15 are used. Two types of vertical template shown in Figure 6 are used to search along the vertical direction of the picture with point i y as a dark spot and stored in another new image. The templates for the horizontal direction search are shown in Figure 7 . The point x i is searched to be the dark point. The proposed method is more suitable to detect the gap boundary because it has thinner boundary than the boundary got by the other method. 
Pixel Correction
In the image, the pixel coordinate represents the position of each pixel. The algorithms in image processing are developed to calculate the distance of pixels and then converted into the actual size of dentures gap. Here the pixel arithmetic is adopted to calculate the dentures gap size and error. In order to transfer the distance of digital image into the corresponding distance, the ratio between the pixel distance and actual size must be determined. In this case, the distance between A and C is 0.1mm and the corresponding pixels are 32. The ratio m P is then calculated as 0.003125. If the distance AB is checked, it has 318 pixels. The corresponding length and error are 0.99375 mm and 0.00625 mm, respectively. Until now, the traditional intraoral camera can only take the image but does not have the function of measurement. The developed measurement program shown in this paper could combine with the commercial oral camera to improve its application. The image signal got from intraoral camera is transmitted to a computer through USB interface and measured by the developed measured software. This instrument can be applied to measurement the denture gap efficiency.
Conclusion
In this paper, the device and computation algorithm are developed successfully to indicate the gap of dentures. The comparison edge detection is proposed to obtain a thinner boundary. It helps to identify the boundary precisely. Then, the gap of dentures can be precisely indicated. The measurement error is about 0.006mm, less than the required 0.01 mm in dental operation.
